Student 3: First light the gas, wet the slide, note the slide on which to drop the sample. Get bacteria sample out and fix on slide; pass it over flame thrice. Note the area by drawing a circle around. Follow the steps as described in manual.
Student 4: Gram stain; preparing a slide smear.
Major questions anticipated:
Student 1: How to light a Bunsen burner, how to get bacteria from test tubes and making sure the slide is the right way for staining.
Student 2: Turning on Bunsen burners, which way is "up" on the slide, digging inside sample tube (too much bacteria). 
Fill in After Lab
Were the anticipated questions common? (yes or no) Student 1: Exactly the ones asked, except for the slide being on the right side (not asked). Student 3: Some complained that they didn't see anything in the microscope and that the bacteria looked all the same.
Student 4: ----
What did you feel you "got" most out of facilitating this lab? Student 1: A connection with classmates and a good understanding of using the microscope and the staining process.
Student 2:
Understanding the lab at all steps and explaining it to classmates. Student 3: I learned a lot; by seeing and helping; discovered many things. 
